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Riptide
Two brothers. One a top FBI agent. The other a brilliant, twisted criminal. An undying hatred between them. Now, a perfect
crime. And the ultimate challenge: Stop me if you can

Crooked River
In the wake of series of bizarre murders in which claw prints are found near each of the victims, agent Pendergast teams up
with officer Vincent d'Agosta in an investigation with apparent ties to the supernatural that takes them from the luxury
estates of Long Island to the castles of Italy. Reprint.

Cold Vengeance
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "A consistently exciting and never predictable series."--Associated Press When Grace
Ozmian, the beautiful and reckless daughter of a wealthy tech billionaire, first goes missing, the NYPD assumes she has
simply sped off on another wild adventure. Until the young woman's body is discovered in an abandoned warehouse in
Queens, the head nowhere to be found. Lieutenant CDS Vincent D'Agosta quickly takes the lead. He knows his investigation
will attract fierce scrutiny, so D'Agosta is delighted when FBI Special Agent A.X.L. Pendergast shows up at the crime scene
assigned to the case. "I feel rather like Brer Rabbit being thrown into the briar patch," Pendergast tells D'Agosta, "because I
have found you here, in charge. Just like when we first met, back at the Museum of Natural History." But neither Pendergast
nor D'Agosta are prepared for what lies ahead. A diabolical presence is haunting the greater metropolitan area, and Grace
Ozmian was only the first of many victims to be murdered . . . and decapitated. Worse still, there's something unique to the
city itself that has attracted the evil eye of the killer. As mass hysteria sets in, Pendergast and D'Agosta find themselves in
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the crosshairs of an opponent who has threatened the very lifeblood of the city. It'll take all of Pendergast's skill to unmask
this most dangerous foe-let alone survive to tell the tale.

When the Wind Blows
After Pendergast is presumed dead from a supernatural encounter, his bodyguard Proctor is the only one who can chase a
kidnapper across international waters and into the deadly unknown. A TRAGIC DISAPPEARANCE After a harrowing,
otherworldly confrontation on the shores of Exmouth, Massachussetts, Special Agent A.X.L. Pendergast is missing,
presumed dead. A SHOCKING RETURN Sick with grief, Pendergast's ward, Constance, retreats to her chambers beneath the
family mansion at 891 Riverside Drive--only to be taken captive by a shadowy figure from the past. AN INTERNATIONAL
MANHUNT Proctor, Pendergast's longtime bodyguard, springs to action, chasing Constance's kidnapper through cities,
across oceans, and into wastelands unknown. BUT IN A WORLD OF BLACK AND WHITE, NOTHING IS AS IT SEEMS And by the
time Proctor discovers the truth, a terrifying engine has stirred-and it may already be too late . . .

The Relic
Pendergast--the world's most enigmatic FBI Special Agent--returns to New York City to investigate a murderous cult. William
Smithback, a New York Times reporter, and his wife Nora Kelly, a Museum of Natural History archaeologist, are brutally
attacked in their apartment on Manhattan's Upper West Side. Eyewitnesses claim, and the security camera confirms, that
the assailant was their strange, sinister neighbor--a man who, by all reports, was already dead and buried weeks earlier.
While Captain Laura Hayward leads the official investigation, Pendergast and Lieutenant Vincent D'Agosta undertake their
own private--and decidedly unorthodox--quest for the truth. Their serpentine journey takes them to an enclave of
Manhattan they never imagined could exist: a secretive, reclusive cult of Obeah and vodou which no outsiders have ever
survived.

Old Bones
The #1 NYT bestselling authors Preston & Child bring the true story of the ill-fated Donner Party to new life in this thrilling
novel of archaeology, history, murder, and suspense. Nora Kelly, a young curator at the Santa Fe Institute of Archaeology, is
approached by historian Clive Benton with a once-in-a-lifetime proposal: to lead a team in search of the so-called "Lost
Camp" of the tragic Donner Party. This was a group of pioneers who earned a terrible place in American history when they
became snow-bound in the California mountains in 1847, their fate unknown until the first skeletonized survivors stumbled
out of the wilderness, raving about starvation, murder-and cannibalism. Benton tells Kelly he has stumbled upon an
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amazing find: the long-sought diary of one of the victims, which has an enigmatic description of the Lost Camp. Nora agrees
to lead an expedition to locate and excavate it-to reveal its long-buried secrets. Once in the mountains, however, they learn
that discovering the camp is only the first step in a mounting journey of fear. For as they uncover old bones, they expose
the real truth of what happened, one that is far more shocking and bizarre than mere cannibalism. And when those ancient
horrors lead to present-day violence on a grand scale, rookie FBI agent Corrie Swanson is assigned the caseonly to find that
her first investigation might very well be her last.

The Scorpion's Tail
One of the greatest mystery of all time is about to be revealed.When John Henry "Doc" Holiday joined the SEALs, he swore,
"If knocked down, I'll get back up, every time." So he wasn't ready to go quietly and just fade away when a bullet abruptly
ended his military career. And you can bet that when he gets knocked down while searching for the lost treasure of the
Knights Templar, all hell breaks loose as he gets back up!The Lost Treasure of the Knights Templar leads the reader on a
roller-coaster ride in search of a legend. Packed with breathtaking suspense and nerve-shredding action, The Lost Treasure
of the Knights Templar is a thrilling read for all fans of action, suspense, and intrigue.Join a cast of characters that will keep
you entertained long into the night Adventure awaits just one click away. Start reading NOW!Always FREE on Kindle
UnlimitedIf you like Indiana Jones, Clive Cussler or Dan Brown's Robert Langdon novels, you will love this series

Dance of Death
This discounted ebundle of the Pendergast Files from Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child includes Relic and Reliquary Relic
— Just days before a massive exhibition opens at the popular New York Museum of Natural History, visitors are being
savagely murdered in the museum's dark hallways and secret rooms. Autopsies indicate that the killer cannot be human
Reliquary —When two grotesquely deformed skeletons are found deep in the mud off the Manhattan shoreline, museum
curator Margo Green is called in to aid the investigation. Margo must once again team up with police lieutenant D'Agosta
and FBI agent Pendergast, as well as the brilliant Dr. Frock, to try and solve the puzzle. Books by Douglas Preston and
Lincoln Child The Pendergast Series Relic Reliquary Other books Mount Dragon Books by Douglas Preston The Kraken
Project Impact Blasphemy The Monster of Florence The Codex Jennie At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Gideon's Corpse
While grieving her husband's murder, a young Colorado veterinarian meets a troubled FBI agent and begins to uncover the
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world's most sinister secrets. Frannie O'Neill is a young and talented veterinarian living in Colorado. Plagued by the
mysterious murder of her husband, David, a local doctor, Frannie throws herself into her work. It is not long before another
bizarre murder occurs and Kit Harrison, a troubled and unconventional FBI agent, arrives on her doorstep. Late one night,
near the woods of her animal hospital, Frannie stumbles upon a strange, astonishing phenomenon that will change the
course of her life forever: her name is Max. With breathtaking energy, eleven-year-old Max leads Frannie and Kit to uncover
one of the most diabolical and inhuman plots of modern science. Bold and compelling, When the Wind Blows is a story of
suspense and passion as only James Patterson could tell it.

The Book of the Dead
In this explosive new thriller, one of the most incredible and frightening discoveries mankind has ever faced is about to
surface. On an oil platform in the middle of the North Atlantic, a terrifying series of illnesses is spreading through the crew.
When expert naval doctor Peter Crane is flown in, he finds his real destination is not the platform itself but Deep Storm: a
top secret aquatic science facility, two miles below on the ocean floor. And as Crane soon learns, the covert operation he
finds there is concealing something far more sinister than a medical mystery—and much more deadly.

Brimstone
Colorado, 1876: At a remote mining camp high in the Rocky Mountains, eleven silver miners are killed, their bodies horribly
mutilated, flesh devoured. Bear attack? Not everyone thinks so. 136 years later, the cemetery where the miners were
buried is being cleared for new development. Forensic pathologist Corrie Swanson has arranged to study the bones. What
she discovers will expose a conspiracy that's as lethal today as it was a century ago. As the winter snows fall, Corrie's life
depends on unravelling a dark secret the key to which may just lie in a lost Sherlock Holmes story, a tale allegedly so
horrifying that its author never dared publish it.

City of Endless Night
A top nuclear scientist goes mad and takes an innocent family hostage at gunpoint, killing one and causing a massive
standoff. A plume of radiation above New York City leads to a warehouse where, it seems, a powerful nuclear bomb was
assembled just hours before. Sifting through the evidence, authorities determine that the unthinkable is about to happen: in
ten days, a major American city will be vaporized by a terrorist attack. Ten days. And Gideon Crew, tracking the mysterious
terrorist cell from the suburbs of New York to the mountains of New Mexico, learns the end may be something worse--far
worse--than mere Armageddon.
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Two Graves
Perched like a black crow on a crag in the most hostile depths of the Himalayas stands a monastery. For a thousand years
the monks have kept guard. Now their sanctum has been violated, the secret carried off. After a millennium of hiding from
the world, the guardians of the treasure will have to turn to an outsider for help. Luckily Special Agent Aloysius Pendergast
is no stranger. Having trained body and mind in Tibet, he knows the land well. But neither he nor his ward, Constance, are
prepared for the truth about what the monks have been protecting. The pursuit of the stolen artefact takes Pendergast and
Constance far from the snowy wastes, to where the largest-ever ocean liner is preparing for her maiden voyage. As
Pendergast and Constance board, they know they are joined by a cargo of secrets and murderers. As the ship slips into the
night, it becomes a deadly race to recover the secret of the monks, or blackness to threaten to fall not just over the ship,
but the wider world¿ A stunning dance of death and mystery, THE WHEEL OF DARKNESS takes the most unusual
investigator around on his most thrilling mission yet¿

Cities of Gold
After his wife, Helen, is brazenly abducted before his eyes, Special Agent Pendergast furiously pursues the kidnappers,
chasing them across the country and into Mexico. But then, things go terribly, tragically wrong; the kidnappers escape; and
a shattered Pendergast retreats to his New York apartment and shuts out the world. But when a string of bizarre murders
erupts across several Manhattan hotels-perpetrated by a boy who seems to have an almost psychic ability to elude captureNYPD Lieutenant D'Agosta asks his friend Pendergast for help. Reluctant at first, Pendergast soon discovers that the killings
are a message from his wife's kidnappers. But why a message? And what does it mean? When the kidnappers strike again
at those closest to Pendergast, the FBI agent, filled anew with vengeful fury, sets out to track down and destroy those
responsible. His journey takes him deep into the trackless forests of South America, where he ultimately finds himself face
to face with an old evil that-rather than having been eradicated-is stirring anew and with potentially world-altering
consequences. Confucius once said: "Before you embark on a journey of revenge, first dig two graves." Pendergast is about
to learn the hard way just how true those words still ring.

Firebrand
The book that started the New York Times bestselling collaboration of Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child. Just days before a
massive exhibition opens at the popular New York Museum of Natural History, visitors are being savagely murdered in the
museum's dark hallways and secret rooms. Autopsies indicate that the killer cannot be human But the museum's directors
plan to go ahead with a big bash to celebrate the new exhibition, in spite of the murders. Museum researcher Margo Green
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must find out who-or what-is doing the killing. But can she do it in time to stop the massacre? Special lower priced edition
available for a limited time.

The Lost Island
A secret chamber. A mysterious shipwreck. A murder in the desolate salt marshes. A seemingly straightforward private case
turns out to be much more complicated-and sinister-than Special Agent A.X.L. Pendergast ever could have anticipated.
Pendergast, together with his ward Constance Greene, travels to the quaint seaside village of Exmouth, Massachusetts, to
investigate the theft of a priceless wine collection. But inside the wine cellar, they find something considerably more
disturbing: a bricked-up niche that once held a crumbling skeleton. Pendergast and Constance soon learn that Exmouth is a
town with a very dark and troubled history, and this skeleton may be only the first hint of an ancient transgression, kept
secret all these years. But they will discover that the sins of the past are still very much alive. Local legend holds that
during the 1692 witch trials in Salem, the real witches escaped, fleeing north to Exmouth and settling deep in the
surrounding salt marshes, where they continued to practice their wicked arts. Then, a murdered corpse turns up in the
marshes. The only clue is a series of mysterious carvings. Could these demonic symbols bear some relation to the ancient
witches' colony, long believed to be abandoned? A terrible evil lurks beneath the surface of this sleepy seaside town-one
with deep roots in Exmouth's grim history. And it may be that Constance, with her own troubled past, is the only one who
truly comprehends the awful danger that she, Pendergast, and the residents of Exmouth must face . . .

Thunderhead
Even the greatest minds in medicine have been terribly, terribly wrong. The inventor of the lobotomy won a Nobel prize in
medicine for destroying his patients' brains. Another Nobel laureate thought malaria cured syphilis. The discoverer of
anaphylactic shock also researched the spirit world and ESP. A pioneer of organ transplants was an ardent eugenicist, while
the founder of sports physiology heroically spoke out against Nazism. Boneheads and Brainiacs profiles the winners of the
Nobel Prize in Medicine from 1901 to 1950―a surprisingly diverse group of racists, cranks, and opportunists, as well as
heroes, geniuses, and selfless benefactors of humanity. Forget all the ivory tower stereotypes of white-coated doctors
finding miracle cures. Boneheads and Brainiacs reveals the messy human reality behind medical progress, in a highly
entertaining book written for the ordinary reader. Some were bad scientists; others were great scientists and lousy human
beings. But the majority of these researchers produced knowledge that now saves millions of lives―priceless discoveries
like the role of vitamins in nutrition, the dangers of radiation, treatments for diabetes and deadly infectious diseases, and
more. Boneheads and Brainiacs showcases the enthralling, all-too-human personal lives that made modern medicine
possible.
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The Pendergast Files
Twelve years ago, Special Agent Pendergast's beloved wife was murdered during an African safari -- and now, he's on a
quest for revenge. Devastated by the discovery that his wife, Helen, was murdered, Special Agent Pendergast must have
retribution. But revenge is not simple. As he stalks his wife's betrayers--a chase that takes him from the wild moors of
Scotland to the bustling streets of New York City and the darkest bayous of Louisiana--he is also forced to dig further into
Helen's past. And he is stunned to learn that Helen may have been a collaborator in her own murder. Peeling back the
layers of deception, Pendergast realizes that the conspiracy is deeper, goes back generations, and is more monstrous than
he could have ever imagined--and everything he's believed, everything he's trusted, everything he's understood . . . may be
a horrific lie.

Crimson Shore
Jack is back, for 2002. F. Paul Wilson's engaging, self-employed, off-the-books fixer, Repairman Jack, returns for another
intense, action-packed adventure just a little over the border into the weird, in The Haunted Air. First introduced years ago
in the bestseller The Tomb, Jack has been the hero of a series of exciting novels set in and around New York City including
Legacies, Conspiracies, All the Rage, and Hosts. "Repairman Jack is a wonderful character, ultracompetent but still
vulnerable. Wilson strolls into X-Files territory and makes it his own, keeping the action brisk and the level of suspense
steadily rising," said the San Francisco Examiner & Chronicle. In Astoria, Queens, the lively ethnic neighborhood just across
the river from Manhattan, a house is being haunted by the ghost of a nine-year-old girl in riding clothes. More than two
decades before, she'd been abducted from stables in Brooklyn. Now it's up to Jack to uncover the truth of her story and
liberate the pretty, blond spirit. Perhaps the answer is in the odd little store called the Shurio Coppe? Ah, but that would be
telling. Jack does things no human being should be able to do, but we watch, in horrified fascination, as the forces of evil
seem about to triumph and fill the world with eternal darkness. And then-- but you must read the book. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Relic
When a series of murders strikes small-town Kansas, FBI Special Agent Pendergast must track down a killer or a curse -either way, no one is safe. A small Kansas town has turned into a killing ground. Is it a serial killer, a man with the need to
destroy? Or is it a darker force, a curse upon the land? Amid golden cornfields, FBI Special Agent Pendergast discovers evil
in the blood of America's heartland. No one is safe.
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Verses for the Dead
01: Gideon's Sword: At twelve, Gideon Crew witnessed his father, a world-class mathematician, accused of treason and
gunned down. At twenty-four, summoned to his dying mother's bedside, Gideon learned the truth: His father was framed
and deliberately slaughtered. 02: Gideon’s Corpse: A top nuclear scientist goes mad and takes an innocent family hostage
at gunpoint, killing one and causing a massive standoff. A plume of radiation above New York City leads to a warehouse
where, it seems, a powerful nuclear bomb was assembled just hours before. 03: The Lot Island: Gideon Crew--brilliant
scientist, master thief--is living on borrowed time. When his mysterious employer, Eli Glinn, gives him an eyebrow-raising
mission, he has no reason to refuse.. 04: Beyond the Ice Limit: That thing is growing again. We must destroy it. The time to
act is now 05: The Pharaoh Key: "I just want to be crystal clear about this: if it has value, we're gonna steal it. Are you with
me?"

The Valkyrie Protocol
Magic, danger, and adventure abound for messenger Karigan G'ladheon in the sixth book in Kristen Britain's New York
Times-bestselling Green Rider epic fantasy series. Zachary Davriel Hillander, High King of Sacoridia, rues how much he has
had to give up to lead his realm, including the freedom to live and love as he chooses. When an embassy from Eletia arrives
to propose a joint venture between their realms to seek out an old ally in the north, he is dismayed to learn that the one
Sacoridian they have in mind to accompany their guide is the woman he truly loves but cannot have: Green Rider Karigan
G’ladheon. Karigan has only just returned from a dark future where Sacoridia has been conquered and is ruled by a despotic
emperor, and she has not recovered in heart or mind. As if that is not enough, the castle ghosts won’t leave her alone.
Though Zachary is loath to part from her so soon after her return, he knows she is the best choice to undertake the mission
to the north. Each step on their journey places Karigan and her companions closer to enemy territory and danger, for
northward lie the forces of Second Empire, Sacoridia’s longtime foe, and Grandmother, the necromantic leader of Second
Empire, has not been idle. She uses her magic to summon a wild elemental spirit to wreak havoc upon Zachary and his
wife, Queen Estora. At first the Sacoridians succeed in fending off the creature, but it so covets Estora that it can’t stay
away. It abducts Zachary, assuming his form and his place at Estora’s side—but when it is finally ousted, Zachary is still
missing. Estora, alone and heavy with twins, must prepare her realm for the coming conflict from the confines of her
bedchamber. Meanwhile, the danger only deepens for Karigan and her companions as they journey north. When she finds
herself caught in the midst of a clash between forces, Karigan must rescue and protect her king before she falls into a trap
set by Grandmother—a trap that could give Second Empire the power to control the dead and all the demons of the hells.

White Fire
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UNTANGLE THE PAST TO SAVE THE FUTURE. A NEW NOVEL IN THE WORLD OF THE BEST-SELLING THE GORDIAN PROTOCOL
TIME IS RUNNING OUT Agent Raibert Kaminski and the crew of the Transtemporal Vehicle Kleio have stumbled across a
temporal implosion that has claimed two whole universes, and neither Raibert nor his crew can figure out what caused this
calamity, or how to stop its spread. Meanwhile, old colleagues of Raibert’s from the Antiquities Rescue Trust, together with
a version of Samuel Pepys transplanted from the 17th century into the 30th, have proposed an expedition into the past. The
goal? To branch the timeline by preventing the Plague of Justinian, one of the worst pandemics in human history. And on a
multidimensional level, governmental entity SysGov’s multiverse neighbor, the xenophobic Admin, is stirring. While their
ambassadors put on a friendly show, the Admin is amassing a fleet of advanced, heavily armed time machines—with
SysGov firmly in the crosshairs. In the midst of the temporal turmoil, time is running out for Raibert and his team to save
the rest of the known universes from ceasing to exist. Navigating the paradoxes of time can be a killer task—especially
when dogged by those who seek your destruction at every turn. But this isn’t the first Time Rodeo for the crew of the Kleio,
and they won’t go down without a fight—no matter where—or when—the threat to the multiverse arises! About prequel
The Gordian Protocol: “Tom Clancy-esque exposition of technical details . . . absurd humor and bloody action. Echoes of
Robert Heinlein . . . lots of exploding temporal spaceships and bodies . . . action-packed . . .” —Booklist “[A] fun and thrilling
standalone from Weber and Holo. . . . Time travel enthusiasts will enjoy the moral dilemmas, nonstop action, and crisp
writing.”—Publishers Weekly About David Weber: “[A] balanced mix of interstellar intrigue, counterespionage, and epic fleet
action . . . with all the hard- and software details and tactical proficiency that Weber delivers like no one else; along with a
large cast of well-developed, believable characters, giving each clash of fleets emotional weight.”—Booklist “[M]oves . . . as
inexorably as the Star Kingdom’s Grand Fleet, commanded by series protagonist Honor Harrington. . . . Weber is the Tom
Clancy of science fiction. . . . His fans will relish this latest installment. . . .”—Publishers Weekly “This entry is just as
exciting as Weber’s initial offering. . . . The result is a fast-paced and action-packed story that follows [our characters] as
they move from reaction to command of the situation. Weber builds Shadow of Freedom to an exciting and unexpected
climax.”—The Galveston County Daily News “Weber combines realistic, engaging characters with intelligent technological
projection and a deep understanding of military bureaucracy in this long-awaited Honor Harrington novel . . . . Fans of this
venerable space opera will rejoice to see Honor back in action.”—Publishers Weekly “This latest Honor Harrington novel
brings the saga to another crucial turning point . . . . Readers may feel confident that they will be Honored many more
times and enjoy it every time.”—Booklist “[E]verything you could want in a heroine. . . . Excellent . . . plenty of
action.”—Science Fiction Age “Brilliant! Brilliant! Brilliant!”—Anne McCaffrey “Compelling combat combined with engaging
characters for a great space opera adventure.”—Locus “Weber combines realistic, engaging characters with intelligent
technological projection . . . . Fans of this venerable space opera will rejoice . . .”—Publishers Weekly About Jacob Holo: "An
entertaining sci-fi action novel with light overtones of dystopian and political thrillers."—Kirkus on The Dragons of Jupiter
"Thrilling . . . sci-fi adventure."—Kirkus on Time Reavers
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Extraction
Investigating a series of savage murders that disrupt a massive new exhibition at the New York Museum of Natural History,
graduate student Margo Green finds a clue in a failed Amazonian expedition. 75,000 first printing. $75,000 ad/promo.

Death Match
Racing to uncover the mystery of several severed feet found floating in the Gulf of Mexico, Agent Pendergast is faced with
the most inexplicable challenge of his career in this installment of the #1 New York Times bestselling series. A startling
crime with dozens of victims. Appearing out of nowhere to horrify the quiet resort town of Sanibel Island, Florida, dozens of
identical, ordinary-looking shoes float in on the tide and are washed up on the tropical beach--each one with a crudely
severed human foot inside. A ghastly enigma with no apparent solution. Called away from vacation elsewhere in the state,
Agent Pendergast reluctantly agrees to visit the crime scene--and, despite himself, is quickly drawn in by the
incomprehensible puzzle. An early pathology report only adds to the mystery. With an ocean of possibilities confronting the
investigation, no one is sure what happened, why, or from where the feet originated. And they desperately need to know:
are the victims still alive? A worthy challenge for a brilliant mind. In short order, Pendergast finds himself facing the most
complex and inexplicable challenge of his career: a tangled thread of evidence that spans seas and traverses continents,
connected to one of the most baffling mysteries in modern medical science. Through shocking twists and turns, all trails
lead back to a powerful adversary with a sadistic agenda and who--in a cruel irony--ultimately sees in Pendergast the ideal
subject for their malevolent research.

Still Life with Crows
A modern horseback journey across 1,000 miles of desert and wilderness following the trail of the first European explorer in
the American Southwest.

Cemetery Dance
Special Agent Pendergast-one of the most original, compelling characters in all of contemporary fiction-returns in Preston
and Child's new exhilarating novel BLUE LABYRINTH A long-buried family secret has come back to haunt Special Agent
Aloysius Pendergast. It begins with murder. One of Pendergast's most implacable, most feared enemies is found on his
doorstep, dead. Pendergast has no idea who is responsible for the killing, or why the body was brought to his home. The
mystery has all the hallmarks of the perfect crime, save for an enigmatic clue: a piece of turquoise lodged in the stomach of
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the deceased. The gem leads Pendergast to an abandoned mine on the shore of California's Salton Sea, which in turn
propels him on a journey of discovery deep into his own family's sinister past. But Pendergast learns there is more at work
than a ghastly episode of family history: he is being stalked by a subtle killer bent on vengeance over an ancient
transgression. And he soon becomes caught in a wickedly clever plot, which leaves him stricken in mind and body, and
propels him toward a reckoning beyond anything he could ever have imagined.

The Obsidian Chamber
In one of NPR's 100 Best Thrillers Ever, FBI agent Pendergast discovers thirty-six murdered bodies in a New York City
charnel house . . . and now, more than a century later, a killer strikes again. In an ancient tunnel underneath New York City
a charnel house is discovered. Inside are thirty-six bodies--all murdered and mutilated more than a century ago. While FBI
agent Pendergast investigates the old crimes, identical killings start to terrorize the city. The nightmare has begun. Again.

White Fire
Reliquary is the smash hit second book in the Pendergast series, from New York Times bestselling authors Douglas Preston
and Lincoln Child Hidden deep beneath Manhattan lies a warren of tunnels, sewers, and galleries, mostly forgotten by those
who walk the streets above. There lies the ultimate secret of the Museum Beat. When two grotesquely deformed skeletons
are found deep in the mud off the Manhattan shoreline, museum curator Margo Green is called in to aid the investigation.
Margo must once again team up with police lieutenant D'Agosta and FBI agent Pendergast, as well as the brilliant Dr. Frock,
to try and solve the puzzle. The trail soon leads deep underground, where they will face the awakening of a slumbering
nightmare in Reliquary, from bestselling coauthors Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Reliquary
Nora Kelly, a young archaeologist in Santa Fe, receives a letter written sixteen years ago, yet mysteriously mailed only
recently. In it her father, long believed dead, hints at a fantastic discovery that will make him famous and rich---the lost city
of an ancient civilization that suddenly vanished a thousand years ago. Now Nora is leading an expedition into a harsh,
remote corner of Utah's canyon country. Searching for her father and his glory, Nora begins t unravel the greatest riddle of
American archeology. but what she unearths will be the newest of horrors

Fever Dream
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#1 bestselling authors Preston & Child return with the next book in a series featuring archaeologist Nora Kelly and FBI
Agent Corrie Swanson. After a shoot-out leaves a senior FBI agent gravely wounded, Corrie Swanson finds herself under
investigation. Her supervisor assures her she's not to blame and the black mark on her record will be cleared in short order.
But Corrie finds she cannot shake off an overwhelming feeling of guilt. As a distraction, she takes on a new case involving a
fifty-year-old, mummified corpse discovered in a hidden enclave at High Lonesome, a long-abandoned New Mexico ghost
town. Quickly out of her depth, she realizes she needs the help of her old enemy, archaeologist Nora Kelly. The two women
soon uncover a startling truth: the deceased was poisoned, and died clutching a priceless artifact. Can the two women solve
the mystery of the scorpion's tail? Or will they – like others before them – die in the attempt?

The Gideon Crew Series: All
The mysterious disappearance of treasure hunter and adventurer Maxwell Broadbent--along with that of his riches--sends
his three sons on a search for their father, who has hidden himself and his treasures, in order to claim their inheritance,
which also includes an ancient Mayan codex containing revolutionary pharmacological secrets that someone will do
anything to find. Reprint.

Deep Storm
After an overhaul of leadership at the FBI's New York field office, Special Agent A.X.L. Pendergast is forced to accept an
unthinkable condition of continued employment: the unorthodox lone wolf must now work with a partner. Pendergast and
his new cohort, Special Agent Coldmoon, are dispatched to Florida to investigate a rash of ritualistic murders. A killer is
carving out the hearts of his victims, and depositing the stolen organs alongside the headstones of existing graves.
Accompanying each heart is a cryptic letter, signed by a 'Mr Brokenhearts'. There is one more intriguing aspect to Mr
Brokenhearts' macabre modus operandi: the chosen graves all belong to women who have committed suicide. As he
searches for the connection between the old suicides and the new murders, Pendergast realizes the brutal new crimes may
be just the tip of the iceberg: that he faces a conspiracy of death reaching back decades. 'Fast-moving, sophisticated and
bursting with surprises There's nothing else like them' WASHINGTON POST. 'One of thrillerdom's most exciting and
intriguing series leads, and it remains among the most reliable in the genre' BOOKLIST.

The Haunted Air
Past and present collide as Special Agent Pendergast uncovers mysterious connections between a string of 19th century
bear attacks in a Colorado mining town, a fabled, long-lost Sherlock Holmes story, and a deadly present-day arsonist. In
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1876, in a mining camp called Roaring Fork in the Colorado Rockies, eleven miners were killed by a rogue grizzly bear.
Corrie Swanson has arranged to examine the miners' remains. When she makes a shocking discovery, town leaders try to
stop her from exposing their community's dark and bloody past. Just as Special Agent Pendergast of the FBI arrives to
rescue his protege, the town comes under siege by a murderous arsonist who-with brutal precision-begins burning down
multimillion-dollar mansions with the families locked inside. Drawn deeper into the investigation, Pendergast discovers a
long-lost Sherlock Holmes story that may be the key to solving both the mystery of the long-dead miners and the modernday killings as well. Now, with the ski resort snowed in and under savage attack-and Corrie's life suddenly in grave dangerPendergast must solve the enigma of the past before the town of the present goes up in flames.

The Wheel of Darkness
Lewis and Lindsay Thorpe were the perfect couple: young, attractive, and ideally matched. But the veil of perfection can
mask many blemishes. When the Thorpes are found dead in their tasteful Flagstaff living room (having committed double
suicide), alarms go off in the towering Manhattan offices of Eden Incorporated, the high-tech matchmaking company whose
spectacular success, and legendary secrecy, has inspired awe around the world. The Thorpes, few people knew, were more
than the quintessential happy couple – they were Eden’s first perfect match. A short time later, Christopher Lash, a gifted
former FBI forensic psychologist, receives an urgent plea from Eden to perform a quick – and quiet – investigation into the
deaths. Lash’s psychological autopsy reveals nothing suspicious, but inadvertently dredges up the memories of a searing
personal tragedy he has kept at bay for years. The situation changes suddenly when a second Eden couple is found dead -by all appearances, another double suicide. Now Eden – particularly Richard Silver, the company’s brilliant and reclusive
founder – has no choice but to grant Lash unprecedented access to its most guarded secrets if he is to have any chance of
determining what is going wrong. The hidden world he discovers is a stunning labyrinth of artificial intelligence, creative
genius, and a melding of technology that does indeed, to Lash’s surprise, deliver on Eden’s promise to its clients: the
guarantee of a perfect, lifelong mate. But Lash’s involvement in the investigation becomes more personal and dangerous
than he could have imagined, nearly as soon as it begins. With tremendous imagination and skill, master thriller-writer
Lincoln Child renders a setting too frighteningly believable not to be real. Infused with relentless suspense and a riveting
pace, DEATH MATCH is Child at his best.

Blue Labyrinth
An FBI agent, rotting away in a high-security prison for a murder he did not commit His brilliant, psychotic brother, about to
perpetrate a horrific crime A young woman with an extrodinary past, on th edge of a violent breakdown An ancient Egyptian
tomb with an enigmatic curse, about to be unveiled at a celebrity-studded New York gala Memento Mori
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Boneheads and Brainiacs
In 1695, a notorious English pirate buried his bounty in a maze of booby-trapped tunnels on an island off the coast of Maine.
In three hundred years, no one has breached this cursed and rocky fortress. Now a treasure hunter and his high-tech,
million-dollar recovery team embark on the perfect operation to unlock the labyrinth's mysteries. First the computers fail.
Then crewmen begin to die. The island has guarded its secrets for centuries, and it isn't letting them go without a fight.

The Cabinet of Curiosities
From #1 New York Times bestselling authors Preston & Child, an all-new short story featuring Agent Pendergast, available
only as an ebook and audio download. In New Orleans' French Quarter, the Tooth Fairy isn't a benevolent sprite who slips
money under your pillow at night.he's a mysterious old recluse who must be appeased with teeth--lest he extract
retribution. When young Diogenes Pendergast loses a tooth, however, his skeptical older brother Aloysius is determined to
put the legend to the testwith dire consequences. *Includes a special preview chapter of Preston & Child's new full-length
novel TWO GRAVES, available December 11, 2012.

The Codex
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Gideon Crew--brilliant scientist, master thief--is living on borrowed time. When his
mysterious employer, Eli Glinn, gives him an eyebrow-raising mission, he has no reason to refuse. Gideon's task: steal a
page from the priceless Book of Kells, now on display in New York City and protected by unbreakable security.
Accomplishing the impossible, Gideon steals the parchment--only to learn that hidden beneath the gorgeously illuminated
image is a treasure map dating back to the time of the ancient Greeks. As they ponder the strange map, they realize that
the treasure it leads to is no ordinary fortune. It is something far more precious: an amazing discovery that could perhaps
even save Gideon's life. Together with his new partner, Amy, Gideon follows a trail of cryptic clues to an unknown island in a
remote corner of the Caribbean Sea. There, off the hostile and desolate Mosquito Coast, the pair realize the extraordinary
treasure they are hunting conceals an even greater shock-a revelation so profound that it may benefit the entire human
race . . . if Gideon and Amy can survive.

The Lost Treasure of the Knights Templar
As he stalks his wife's traitors from Scotland to New York City, Special Agent Pendergast discovers layers of deception and
conspiracy that will shatter everything he believed to be true. Yesterday, Special Agent Pendergast still mourned the loss of
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his beloved wife, Helen, who died in a tragic accident in Africa twelve years ago. Today, he discovers she was murdered.
Tomorrow, he will learn her most guarded secrets, leaving him to wonder: Who was the woman I married? Why was she
murdered? And, above all . . . Who murdered her? Revenge is not sweet: It is essential.
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